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How to reach TU Delft Campus? 
 

Delft is situated between The Hague and Rotterdam and accessible by Amsterdam airport, 

Schiphol (or small Zestienhoven airport, Rotterdam) or by route A13 the Hague (Den-Haag) 

Rotterdam. 

 

 
 

The campus of the Delft University of Technology (‘TU wijk’, see below) is located south-east of 

Delft city centre and in walking distance from Delft city centre and Delft central station. 
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Amsterdam Airport Schiphol is about 55 km from Delft. 
 

By train it takes 40 minutes from Schiphol to Delft. Schiphol railway station is only a couple of 

minutes walk from the arrival hall. Several trains leave regularly in the direction of Leiden, Den 

Haag HS, Den Haag CS or Rotterdam CS. Change at Den Haag HS or Leiden and take a train to 

Delft CS.  

 

More information on train departures and arrivals: www.ns.nl 

 

Delft Central train station to TU Delft Campus via bus 

 

You can take the bus 121 or the 69 from central station to TU Delft. For more information on bus 

schedule please visit: www.9292ov.nl 

 

It is also possible to walk from Delft central station to TU Delft campus in approximately 20 

minutes. 

 

Inside TU Delft Campus  

 

Once you are in the campus, you should be able to see the tallest building (21 floors) or ask for 

electrical engineering, EWI/ EEMCS. 

 

You can also print campus map and look for EWI/ EEMCS (Mekelweg 4):  Campus map 

 

Lecture room is located at the 1
st
 
 
floor, Lecture hall Chip. 

 
Rotterdam Airport Zestienhoven 
 
The small airport in Rotterdam is 15 km from Delft. 
By taxi it takes 15 minutes to Delft. 
 
By Car to TU Delft: 
 
- A13 Den Haag - Rotterdam 
- exit 10 Delft Zuid / TU Delft 
- Soon after: exit TU Delft 
- 1e road on the right, Schoemakerstraat 
- 3e road on the left, Christiaan Huygensweg 
- Second building on the left is Aula, entry Mekelweg 5 
- Tallest visible building from there will be EWI/EEMCS faculty building. 
 

For parking see: Campus map 

 

By car  to Botanical Garden or Delft Centre: A13 Den Haag - Rotterdam, exit 9 Delft. 

http://www.ns.nl/
http://www.9292ov.nl/
http://www.tudelft.nl/live/pagina.jsp?id=0ad70761-294f-4eb8-926b-d9dfe0845f86&lang=en
http://www.tudelft.nl/live/pagina.jsp?id=b75d8430-41b7-4a1e-9060-4515ee1c3df4

